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ABSTRACT
Previous attempts by R. W. King and others to study the
dynamics of the earth-moon system through analysis of laser
ranging and radio interferometry observations of the moon
have suffered from two problems. One was that of efficient-
ly using the available interferometry observations, which
number over 2x105 . Second, the estimated uncertainties of
some of the dynamical parameters determined in the analysis
of the combined laser and interferometry data were anoma-
lously small. The formal standard errors obtained from the
combined analysis were much smaller than those from an anal-
ysis of laser data alone. No satisfactory explanation of
this apparent reduction in uncertainty has been offered.
To attack the first problem, I have applied a method to re--
duce the number of interferometry observations about ten-
fold without throwing away significant information. I have
also found the explanation for the small uncertainties, which
turn out to be spurious. My analysis of the combined laser
and interferometry data gives formal errors comparable to
those obtained using laser data alone.
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INTRODUCTION
Both observational and theoretical studies of the mo-
tion of the moon have reached a high degree of precision in
recent years. With this precision, it has become possible
to study some of the more subtle effects in the dynamics of
the earth-moon system and to test alternative theories for
those effects.
The theories that can be studied cover a wide range of
interest. For example, theories of gravitation have been
tested (Shapiro et al,1976). Theories for the moon's evo-
lution can also be compared. The gravitational field and
moments of inertia of the moon reflect the mass distribu-
tion. In particular, the determination of higher order
harmonics of the gravity field gives information about the
non-sphericity of the distribution. The moments of inertia
give information on the radial density distribution. This
information is important in determining the degree of dif-
ferentiation of the moon. Any detection of effects of in-
ternal elastic energy dissipation would be important in
indicating whether and how much of the moon's interior is
melted. Also, lunar observations can be used to study
effects on the earth, such as solid body tides, or varia-
tions in the earth's rotation rate (Mulholland,1977).
There are two recently developed techniques being used
in the study of the dynamics of the earth-moon system.
Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) has been available since the Apollo
astronauts first placed a retroreflector on the moon's sur-
face. Laser pulses are fired at a retroreflector and the
round trip flight time or range is determined.
The other observation technique is that of Differential
Long Baseline Interferometry (DLBI). In this technique, the
radio signals from the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments
Packages (ALSEP) left on the moon are observed. Two or
more ALSEP's are viewed simultaneously by two ground sta-
tions. The difference between the phases of the signals
received from two ALSEP's at one station are subtracted .from
the same difference at the other station. The resulting
time-varying observable is sensitive to the relative posi-
tions of the transmitters, and thus to the moon's libration.
The LLR observations are used with the ALSEP observations
to provide sensitivity to other parameters, such as the
moon's orbital position.
Previous work using these techniques was done by King
(1975) and King et al (1976). Since my work was based on
theirs, I will describe their analysis in more detail.
PREVIOUS WORK
The LLR observations King used were from October, 1970
through June, 1974. The ALSEP data was collected between
March, 1973 and January, 1976. King used only the first 16
months of this data.
Analysis of the data was carried out with the Planet-
ary Ephemeris Program (PEP) developed at MIT. The orbital
motion of the moon was numerically integrated using equations
of motion developed by M. E. Ash, M. A. Slade and King.
(Ash,1965; Slade,1971) The moon's libration was taken from
a numerical integration model called LLB-5 developed by
J. G. Williams at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The para-
meters in the models were estimated in PEP by the weighted
least squares method. The parameters adjusted included
those for the lunar orbital elements, moon rotation initial
conditions, the moon's principal moment of inertia ratios
6 and Y, third-degree harmonic coefficients for the moon's
gravity field, the mass of the earth-moon system, and three
coordinates for each observing station, Apollo retroreflec-
tor and ALSEP transmitter.
A problem with the work done by King has been the lack
of a satisfactory explanation for how the addition of the
ALSEP data to the LLR data appeared to enable the determi-
nation of some parameters with much smaller uncertainties
than were obtained with the LLR data alone. The particu-
lar parameters affected were the moon's moment of inertia
ratio 3, and the gravity field coefficients C31 and C33.
The improvement of the uncertainties was by a factor of
about 10. It is important to know if this improvement is,
in fact, real. The improvement had been doubted, because
no suitable mechanism could be found that would enable the
ALSEP observations to be more sensitive to or to better
distinguish between these parameters than the laser obser-
vations.
Another problem King faced was the quantity of the
ALSEP data. The observations were taken over three years,
about one period of one of the moon's lower longitude li-
bration frequencies, but only 16 months, less than half,
of the data were ever analyzed. The reason that the total
amount of data hasn't been used is there are too many points.
In an observation series, which is an uninterupted time span
when the signals from two ALSEP's are followed by two ground
stations, data are recorded at one minute intervals. Over
the three years, more than 2x105 points in 900 series were
accumulated. King compromised and used only every third
point in series that were then available, that is the series
covering the first 16 months.
CURRENT WORK
So, the quantity of data had to be reduced somehow
without throwing away significant information or introduc-
ing any bias. Before my arrival, W. R. Snow had worked on
a computer program to achieve this reduction. I took over
the project and have developed a program to 'condense' the
data to one point per half hour. First, each series had
to be edited. Using orbit and libration models and para-
meter values determined in a recent fit to laser observa-
tions, the observed minus computed value of the differenced
phase, 'O-C', was calculated for the ALSEP observations in
PEP. With the drift in 0-C never larger than several hun-
dred degrees of phase, gross errors could be found and
edited out. These errors included low elevation angle
observations, loss of lock on the signal and others. Then,
each series was condensed. Over about half an hour, the
O-C appears to scatter about a straight line. A straight
line is least-squares fit to half an hour's worth of O-C's
and the observed value of the point nearest in time to the
center s changed to make O-C lie on the line. This point
is then the one condensed point for that half hour. In
most series every third point from the uncondensed data
is used so that 10 points per half hour are condensed to
one. The scatter of the points about the line is used to
determine the uncertainty of the condensed point. After
condensing each series, the program puts the series in
chronological order onto one magnetic tape. In this way,
the data has gone from many tens of tapes that could not
be processed at the same time, to one file on one tape.
Also, PEP had to be modified slightly to handle this new
form of the data. A series before and after condensing is
shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, the condensing of the
data worked quite well.
The ALSEP data used by King was condensed by this
method, and then used with the LLR data in an attempt to
-reproduce King's results. My intention was to check my
condense procedure, but when unexpectedly large differ-
ences showed up between the condensed and uncondensed solu-
tions, I considered various causes of these differences.
A likely possibility seemed to be the libration model. To
check this possibility, I did another solution with a nu-
merical integration model, called Euler 1, produced at MIT
by R. J. Cappallo, et al(1977). In addition to these re-
productions of King's work, I edited and condensed the
rest of the ALSEP data and have used it with the same LLR
data in solutions.
RESULTS
It is apparent, now, that a PEP error was made by King
in performing his solutions. The error resulted in bad
partial derivatives of the observable with respect to the
moon's moment of inertia ratios, $ and Y. These partials
drastically reduced some correlations in the parameter
estimation from those using LLR data alone. Specifically,
the correlations between and C31 and between Y and C33
were reduced, yielding much smaller formal errors for
these parameters than there should have been.
The solution using the condensed data did not yield
such small values for the formal errors of , Y, C3 1, and
C33. The correlations between these parameters were only
slightly reduced from those obtained using only laser data.
Consequently, the formal standard errors are about the same
as from the LLR data alone. The solution using the Euler 1
libration model with the condensed data gives results al-
most identical to the solution using LLB-5. This agreement
between the libration models then led to the discovery of
the programming error. The parameter estimates and uncer-
tainties, other than the four discussed above, agree well
between my solution using the condensed data and King's
solution. Values from different solutions of S and y and
the harmonic coefficients are shown in Table 1. The uncer-
tainties in the last three columns are a factor of 10 times
the formal standard error for f, C32 ' S31 ' '32 , and S33 and
a factor of 20 for y, J3, C31, and C33. These factors were
determined by King(1975) by observing the disagreement of
parameters between solutions using different groups of
ALSEP data. These factors were used for my solutions for
comparison and are probably not accurate. The second last
column is from the solution using the same data except con-
densed as King. The last column is from the solution using
the whole ALSEP data time span showing the agreement (or
disagreement) with previous results. Following is a list of
the ALSEP observations that have been condensed and were
used in my solutions. Work is continuing on the final edit-
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ing of the ALSEP data and to determine the reliability of
these results. These same solutions should also be done
using the recent orbit and libration models and should
include the LLR observations that have been taken since
June, 1974 up to the present.
All
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Figure 1 A typical observation series (series 287N) cover-
ing four hours is plotted. The abscissa is time in Julian
days. The ordinate is the prefit residual phase, 0-C, in
degrees, The triangles are the residuals for the series
before condensing and the circles are after condensing.
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Table 1
Estimates of Libration Parameters and
Harmonic Coefficients (Units of 10-6)
LLR &
LLR
Williams,
parameter (1975)
631.26±0.3
227.37 ±0.6
LLR & ALSEP
King et al,
(1976)
631.27±0.03
227.7±0.7
condensed
ALSEP
(this paper)
630.73±2.1
223.2 ±5.9
LLR & all
condensed
ALSEP
(this paper)
631.78±2.5
22 3.5±10
10.44±4
28.6
4.82 ±0.15
2.7
8.8
1.71±0.15
-1. 14 0.7
3 ±20
26 ±4
4.7±0.2
2±2
-1±30
1. 8±0. 3
-0.3±1
-1.8±8.1
42 ±76
4.48±0.13
11.3±12
9 ±23
1.53±0.21
-1.1±0.9
0.54±14
58± 94
4.52 ±0.21
10. 8±21
11±32 -
1.55± 0.39
-1.2±1.5
Underlined values were fixed in analysis.
Uncertainties are provisional.
J3
C3 2
C3 3
S3 1
S32
S3 3
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LIST OF OBSERVATIONS
The list shows the ALSEP observation series that have
been condensed. These are the series left after the edit-
ing of the uncondensed data. All the condensed data is on
one file of a magnetic tape in the format of PEP observa-
tion library tapes.
The first two columns of the list give the number and
name of each series. The name is formed from the day of
the year and an identifying letter. Date is the UTC date
at the start of the observation series (mm/dd). Where no
date occurs, it is the same date as the preceeding series.
Time is the UTC time of the first and last point in the
series (hhmm). When the time of the last point is numer-
ically less than the first point, the series actually ends
on the following UTC day. Sites are the locations of the
observing telescopes; ACN: Ascension Island in the South
Atlantic Ocean; MAD: Madrid, Spain; MIL: Merritt Island,
Florida; ETC: Greenbelt, Maryland; TEX: Corpus Christi,
Texas; GDS: Goldstone, California. ALSEPS are the two ob-
served transmitters, designated by their Apollo mission
numbers.
The first 177 series, the "first half", are those
series covering the same period as was used in King's solu-
tions. The notes indicate when the series was not used in
the "first half" solution or in the solution using the to-
tal ALSEP time span.
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Notes
1 - The series was not included in the solution duplicating
King's solution (the "first half"); the series had
large postfit residuals.
The series was not included in the solution using the
total ALSEP time span:
2 - the series had large systematic errors in the postfit
residuals.
3 - the series is redundant or an ALSEPl2-14 observation
which adds no significant information, or the series
was one of only four with ETC as an observing site.
Not included because of programming considerations.
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Series
# Name
1 066G
2 067K
3 067H
4 067L
5 067J
6 067G
7 075K
8 081B
9 087B
10 103A
11 108B
12 108C
13 183A
14 183B
15 183D
16 183E
17 184A
18 184D
19 184B
20 186D
21 186E
22 186G
23 186F
24 186C
25 187B
26 190E
27 190C
28 191D
29 193A
30 193B
31 193D
32 194A
33 198E
34 198A
35 198B
36 198C
37 204C
38 204B
39 205A
40 205C
41 206C
42 206D
43 220A
44 220B
45 221C
46 221B
47 234C
48 236C
49 242C
50 246A
Date
3/07/73
3/08
3/15
3/23
3/28
4/13
4/19
7/02
7/03
7/05
7/06
7/09
7/10
7/11
7/12
7/13
7/17
7/23
7/24
7/25
8/08
8/09
8/10
8/22
8/24
8/30
9/03
Time
1424-1953
1134-2036
1134-2036
1408-2129
1423-2042
1429-2022
2058-0317
0001-0347
1128-1832
2132-0238
0256-0520
0448-1123
1514-2020
1613-2020
2048-2315
2348-0245
1841-0147
2016-0340
2028-0130
1243-1656
1656-2150
1813-2307
2008-0304
0013-0324
1753-2335
2242-0201
0332-0616
0122-0446
1858-0032
2328-0412
0042-0410
2001-2230
0240-0537
0244-0511
0314-0509
0538-0727
0937-1142
1445-1836
0319-0713
0841-1244
0930-1642
1013-1509
0030-0451
0030-0452
2348-0416
0116-0412
0616-1311
0945-1433
1557-1954
1843-2213
Sites
MAD-ETC
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ETC-MAD
ACN-ETC
ACN-ETC
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
GDS-TEX
ACN-MAD
MAD-TEX
TEX-GDS
ACN-TEX
TEX-GDS
TEX-GDS
TEX-GDS
MIL-GDS
TEX-GDS
MIL-TEX
MAD-ACN
MAD-MIL
MIL-TEX
MIL-GDS
GDS-TEX
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
TEX-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
MIL-TEX
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-TEX
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
TEX-GDS
ACN-MAD
TEX-GDS
GDS-TEX
MAD--GDS
MIL-GDS
TEX-GDS
MIL-TEX
MIL-GDS
MIL-MAD
ACN-MIL
MIL-TEX
ACN-MIL
ALSEPS Notes
15-14 3
15-12
15-14
15-12 3
15-12 3
15-14 3
15-12
15-14
15-14
15-14
15-17 2
15-17
15-14
15-14
15-14
15-14
15-14
15-14
15-14 3
15-16
15-16 1
15-16
15-16
15-16 3
14-15
15-17
15-16
15-16
15-16
15-16
15-16
15-17
15-16
15-17
15-17
15-17
12-14
12-17
12-17
12-17
12-17
12-14
15-17
15-17
12-15
12-17
16-15
12-14
12-16
12-15
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Series
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
Name
246B
253A
254A
254D
256D
256A
256B
257B
257E
257A
257D
261A
267A
269C
269B
270C
270A
270B
270D
271A
271C
271D
274C
274B
275C
275A
275B
276A
276B
277D
277E
278C
278A
289B
289A
295B
298B
298A
306C
306D
309A
309B
311A
311B
311F
312E
312F
313B
313E
313C
ALSEPS NotesDate
9/03
9/11
9/13
9/14
9/18
9/24
9/26
9/27
9/28
10/01
10/02
10/03
10/04
10/05
10/16
10/22
10/25
11/02
11/05
11/07
11/08
11/09
11/10
Time
1843-2353
0018-0248
2358-0431
2358-0428
0028-0517
0043-0517
0520-1021
0047-0615
0113-0613
0138-0535
0138-0536
0518-0809
1010-1505
1243-1637
1413-2141
0843-1714
0952-1718
1403-1854
1403-1855
0929-1753
0929-1753
1415-1918
1743-2111
2248-0109
1754-2026
1754-2048
2113-0213
1900-2122
2023-0245
1935-2256
1943-2245
1737-2140
1750-2037
0310-0640
0313-0632
1003-1306
1145-1541
1159-1524
1520-1947
1923-2218
2333-0554
2344-0544
0013-0643
0013-0644
0043-0445
2203-0302
0043-0643
2234-0356
2302-0214
0058-0552
Sites
ACN-MIL
MIL-MAD
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MIL-TEX
MIL-MAD
MIL-MAD
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MIL-TEX
ACN-MIL
MAD-MIL
MIL-TEX
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MIL-TEX
MIL-MAD
MIL-MAD
MIL-TEX
MIL-MAD
MIL-TEX
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-ACN
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-GDS
12-14
15-16
15-16
15-17
15-14
15-17
15-17
12-15
12-14
12-15
12-14
12-17
12-15
12-15
12-17
12-16
12-17
12-17
12-16
12-16
12-14
12-14
12-15
12-16
12-16
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-14
12-14
12-14
12-17
12-14
12-15
12-16
12-14
12-15
12-14
12-14
16-17
16-15
16-17
16-15
12-14
12-14
12-14
12-16
12-15
12-16
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
3
1,2
3
1,2
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Series
Name
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
313F
331A
331B
332B
332A
333C
334A
334B
335A
335B
340B
354B
355A
355B
009Q
olM
01OP
01ON
010Q
Ol1M
011Q
028N
028M
030P
030Q
052N
052R
052P
052S
053M
053Q
053N
053R
053S
056P
056M
056N
056Q
058N
058M
059Q
059N
063N
074N
081M
081P
085P
085M
085N
085Q
Date
11/10
11/27
11/28
11/29
11/30
12/01
12/06
12/20
12/21
1/09/74
1/10
1/11
1/28
1/30
2/21
2/22
2/25
2/27
2/28
3/04
3/15
3/22
3/26
Time
0058-0552
1513-1812
1513-1813
1559-1913
1610-1853
2207-0108
1728-2055
2158-0223
1658-2052
1658-2053
0242-0639
1439-1810
1343-1810
1343-1907
0543-1143
0228-0552
0228-0552
0512-0843
0513-1047
0213-0543
0618-1045
2228-0222
2248-0215
1813-2110
2125-0349
1413-1740
1413-1704
1513-2143
1513-2143
1213-1737
1213-1737
1413-1743
1413-1743
1520-2147
1415-2015
1416-2016
1713-0043
2023-0050
1758-0249
1813-0243
1837-0237
2023-0220
2248-0245
0253-0848
1313-1613
1313-1613
1008-1408
1011-1410
1349-1709
1419-1710
Sites
MAD-GDS
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MIL-GDS
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MIL-GDS
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MAD-ACN
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
ALSEPS Notes
12-15
12-15
12-14
12-16
12-17
12-17
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-14
15-16
12-14
12-15
12-16
12-17
15-16
15-12
15-16
15-12
14-12
14-12
12-14
12-16
12-14
12-14
12-17
12-16
12-17
12-16
12-15
12-14
12-15
12-14
12-14
12-16
12-17
12-17
12-16
12-14
12-15
12-14
12-17
15-16
12-14
12-15
12-16
16-15
16-17
16-17
16-15
1
1
3
1
1,2
1
2
1
1
1
1,2
1
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Series
Name
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
086N
086P
086M
091Q
092P
092Q
092N
099P
106M
113M
113N
114M
114N
140Q
141N
142N
147M
150M
150N
150Q
158N
162M
162N
164N
168N
170M
171N
175N
176M
17 9N
182M
182P
183M
183N
195N
196N
20ON
203N
204N
205M
205N
206M
206N
210M
21ON
21M
211M
212M
212N
214M
Date
3/27
4/01
4/02
4/09
4/16
4/23
4/24
5/20
5/21
5/22
5/27
5/30
6/07
6/11
6/13
6/17
6/19
6/20
6/24
6/25
6/28
7/01
7/02
7/03
7/14
7/15
7/19
7/22
7/23
7/24
7/25
7/29
7/30
7/31
8/02
Time
1119-1624
1725-2146
1733-2133
2058-0154
2028-0134
2028-0156
2049-2343
2328-0358
0422-1216
1458-2229
1514-2237
1520-1830
1520-1850
1840-2145
1928-2310
1128-1751
1335-1956
2117-0047
2228-0127
2230-0052
0033-0554
0228-0849
0228-0925
0237-1033
1342-1941
0734-1304
1838-2228
1629-2102
1812-2142
2014-0147
1923-0213
1959-0044
1940-0213
0013-0243
0858-1231
1313-1808
1543-1808
1215-1936
2121-0149
1534-2055
1807-2037
2128-0252
2128-0252
1755-0048
2112-0009
1913-2303
1958-2302
1843-0250
2344-0244
2113-0241
Sites
MAD-ACN
MAD-MIL
MAD-MIL
MIL-ACN
ACN-MAD
MIL-MAD
MIL-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-MAD
MIL-GDS
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MIL-MAD
MIL-ACN
MIL-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MAD-ACN
MIL-GDS
MAD-MIL
MIL-MAD
MIL-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-GDS
GDS-MIL
MIL-ACN
ACN-MAD
GDS-MIL
MAD--ACN
MAD-ACN
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ALSEPS Notes
15-16
15-16
15-14
16-15
16-15
16-15
16-17
12-14
17-16
15-12
15-14
17-15
17-16
16-12
15-14
15-14
12-15
16-15
16-15
16-17
16-12
12-15
12-14
12-16
16-12
15-14
15-17
15-14
12-16
12-16
12-17
12-14
12-15
12-14
16-17
16-15
12-14
16-12
16-12
12-15
12-14
12-15
12-14
16-17
16-15
16-17
16-15
15-14
15-12
15-14
3
1,2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
Series
Name
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
214N
217M
217N
217P
226M
227M
228M
231Q
232M
232N
232P
232Q
250M
252N
253N
259N
262N
262M
266M
270Q
270P
280M
281M
287M
287N
322M
322N
324M
324N
332N
350M
350P
350N
350 Q
351M
351N
357P
360P
360N
360Q
364N
365M
002V
017U
017W
017V
020U
020V
021U
029U
Date
8/02
8/05
8/14
8/15
8/16
8/19
8/20
9/07
9/09
9/10
9/16
9/19
9/23
9/27
10/07
10/08
10/14
11/18
11/20
11/28
12/16
12/17
12/23
12/26
12/30
12/31
1/02/75
1/17
1/20
1/21
1/29
Time
2113-0228
0013-0413
0013-0413
2213-0243
0843-1143
1343-2040
1013-1613
1424-1654
1452-1722
1452-1722
1453-1723
1453-1723
0313-0823
0143-0616
0408-0952
1250-1645
1608-2039
1611-2047
1913-0044
2229-0217
2322-0220
0558-0950
0658-1053
1313-1643
1313-1643
1645-1942
1716-1943
1328-1753
1328-1753
2228-0158
1513-1737
1513-1738
1605-1903
1605-1838
1528-1758
1528-1952
1858-2159
2207-0237
2213-0243
2213-0243
0013-0544
0128-0422
0328-0652
1529-1853
1652-1849
2154-0122
1829-2152
1829-2153
1943-2237
0115-0415
Sites
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
MIL-ACN
ACN-MAD
MAD-MIL
ACN-MAD
MAD-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MIL-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN--GDS
GDS-ACN
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
MIL-MAD
MIL-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
MAD-MIL
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-MIL
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-MIL
ACN-MAD
ALSEPS
15-12
12-17
12-14
16-15
17-15
17-15
15-16
12-15
12-14
12-14
12-17
12-17
15-14
12-14
12-17
12-15
15-14
15-17
12-14
15-17
15-17
15-12
12-14
15-14
15-12
12-15
12-17
12-14
12-15
15-17
16-12
16-15
16-12
16-15
15-14
15-12
15-16
15-14
15-12
15-14
12-14
16-17
16-15
15-12
15-16
15-12
12-14
12-16
12-16
15-12
Notes
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
22
Series
Name
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
029V
031U
031V
034V
041U
041V
042V
043U
043V
048U
048V
054U
054V
055U
059U
059V
064U
064V
066V
072V
076U
076V
083U
083V
084V
09OU
090V
X099
Z099
Y099
W099
W104
X104
Y104
Z104
W105
X105
Y105
Z105
106A
106B
108B
124A
124B
W129
Y129
Z129
135B
137A
137B
Date
1/29
1/31
2/03
2/10
2/11
2/12
2/17
2/23
2/25
2/28
3/05
3/07
3/13
3/17
3/24
3/25
3/31
4/09
4/14
4/15
4/16
4/18
5/04
5/09
5/15
5/17
Time
0143-0413
0258-0753
0258-0752
0336-0707
1916-2117
1916-2116
1213-1724
1913-2308
1913-2308
1213-1610
1302-1653
1858-2351
1858-2324
0004-0234
0213-0624
0310-0623
0443-0813
0443-0913
0444-0910
1358-1728
1443-1937
1443-1710
1913-0243
1913-0243
1913-2249
0013-0343
0123-0350
1600-1830
1600-1830
1615-1840
1620-1845
2200-0125
2200-0125
2200-0125
2200-0125
2105-0005
2105-0000
2105-0000
2105-0000
1747-2138
1747-2113
2043-2243
0258-0611
0320-0611
1630-2100
1630-2055
1630-2055
1218-1539
1928-2252
1928-2252
Sites
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ALSEPS Notes
15-17
15-12
15-16 2
12-14
17-12
17-16
17-16
17-12 2
17-16 2
15-12
15-14
12-15
12-16
15-14
16-15
16-12 2
16-12
16-17
16-17
16-17
16-15
16-17
16-15
16-17
16-17
16-12
16-15
15-16
15-17
15-14 3
15-12
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-17
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-17
16-12
16-15
16-15
16-12
16-15
15-12
15-14
15-17
16-15 2
15-12
15-14
23
Series
Name
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
140A
14 OB
14 9A
149B
156B
160A
160B
W161
Y161
Z161
167B
W167
Y167
Z167
168A
168B
186A
187A
187B
188B
188A
W191
X191
Y191
Z191
W192
X192
Y192
Z192
212A
212B
W216
Z216
W225
X225
Y225
W227
X227
Y227
Z227
230A
239B
240A
240B
W241
W245
X245
Y245
W247
X247
Date
5/20
5/29
6/05
6/09
6/10
6/16
6/17
7/05
7/06
7/07
7/10
7/11
7/31
8/04
8/13
8/15
8/18
8/27
8/28
8/29
9/02
9/04
Time
2128-0052
2128-0028
0043-0519
0043-0518
0636-0906
1228-1658
1228-1658
2000-2250
2000-2255
2000-2255
1553-1723
2150-0350
2150-0355
2220-0355
1628-1953
1628-1900
0526-0926
0601-0801
0605-0802
1326-1620
1327-1622
2053-0013
2059-0020
2059-0021
2059-0021
2106-0101
2106-0101
2106-0100
2106-0100
0558-0928
0558-0928
1313-1738
1313-1750
2156-0311
2156-0309
2156-0308
2348-0249
2348-0309
2348-0249
2348-0249
2028-0122
0646-0845
0458-0852
0458-0851
1316-1615
1105-1504
1105-1434
1105-1503
1329-1600
1329-1551
Sites
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
MIL-ACN
MIL-ACN
ALSEPS Notes
16-15
16-17
16-12
16-15
16-17
16-12
16-15
15-12 3
15-14
15-17
12-14 3
15-12 3
15-14
15-17
12-16
12-17
16-15
16-12 2
16-15 2
16-15
16-12
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-17
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-17
12-14
12-17
15-12
15-17
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-17
16-12
16-15
15-12
15-14
15-12 2
12-15 2
12-16 2
12-14 2
15-12
15-16
24
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
Name
Y247
Z247
258A
Y259
Z259
W259
W261
X261
Y261
W262
Y262
W263
X263
Y263
W264
X264
W268
W269
Y269
W270
Y270
W271
Y271
Y272
Z272
W273
X273
Y273
Z723
X274
Y274
Z274
W274
W275
X275
Y27 5
Z275
W276
X276
Z276
Y276
W278
x278
Y278
W283
Y283
X283
W286
X286
X287
Date
9/04
9/15
9/16
9/18
9/19
9/20
9/21
9/25
.9/26
9/27
9/28
9/29
9/30
10/01
10/02
10/03
10/05
10/10
10/13
10/14
Series
Time
1329-1600
1329-1559
1829-2023
0017-034 1
0017-0344
0029-0329
0019-0320
0019-0319
0019-0321
0029-0350
0029-0351
0012-0353
0012-0354
0012-0354
0012-0343
0012-0342
0517-0859
0547-0952
0547-0951
0642-0934
0642-1042
0810-1141
0810-1142
1342-1806
1342-1806
0322-0755
0322-0754
0322-0756
0322-0545
1249-1616
1249-1616
1249-1616
1316-1613
0520-0848
0520-0846
0520-0847
0526-0850
1242-1612
1251-1616
1251-1616
1251-1615
1229-1652
1229-1651
1229-1651
2101-0025
2101-0027
2137-0028
1807-2039
1807-2101
1927-2249
Sites
MIL-ACN
MIL-ACN
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
GDS-ACN
GDS-ACN
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
GDS-MIL
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ALSEPS Notes
15-14 3
15-17
15-16
15-14
15-17
15-12 3
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-12
15-14 2
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-12
15-16
12-15
12-15
12-14 3
12-15
12-14
12-15
12-14 3
15-14
15-17
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-17
15-16
15-14
15-17
15-12 3
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-17
15-12
15-16
15-17
15-14 3
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-12 3
15-14
15-16
12-15
12-16
15-16
25
Series
Name Date Time
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
Y287
W288
Y288
Z288
S288
U288
W290
X290
X291
W292
W295
Y295
W296
Y296
W306
X306
X316
W316
S317
T317
W317
Y317
W352
X352
Y352
W354
X354
Y354
W360
X360
Y360
Z360
X365
Z365
Wo01
X001
Yo01
zoo
10/14 1927-2251
10/15 0015-0345
0015-0343
0015-0345
2350-0314
2350-0315
10/17 1758-2022
1758-2119
10/18 0019-0347
10/19 0009-0343
10/22 0339-0703
0339-0704
10/23 0432-0751
0432-0736
11/02 1423-1654
1424-1719
11/12 1524-1755
1536-1800
11/13 1601-1823
1601-1824
2313-0345
2315-0343
12/18 0307-0532
0307-0537
0307-0538
12/20 0031-0427
0031-0433
0031-0419
12/26 0530-0852
0530-0839
0530-0851
0530-0838
12/31 1206-1543
1304-1533
1/01/76 1222-1452
1222-1452
1222-1452
1222-1452
Sites
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
GDS-ACN
GDS-ACN
ACN-GDS
ACN-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MIL-GDS
MIL-GDS
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
MAD-ACN
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ACN-MAD
ALSEPS Notes
15-14
15-12 3
15-14
15-17
12-15
12-14 3
15-12
15-16
15-16
15-12
15-12 3
15-14
15-12
15-14 3
12-15
12-16
15-16
15-12
15-12
15-16
15-12
15-14 3
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-12 3
15-16
15-14
15-12
15-16
15-14 3
15-17
12-16
12-17
15-12 3
15-16 3
15-14
15-17
26
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